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Subject: Brazil considering trade expansion with China 
Status: Moderate 
 
Event: Citing continued US tariffs, President Bolsonaro has requested discussion with the US 
government with the goal of eliminating them. Barring elimination of the tariffs, Bolsonaro has 
suggested he may turn to China to ease economic difficulties in his country. 
 
Threat Assessment: 

1. Loss of trade relations with Brazil will indirectly impact American markets and businesses reliant 
on Brazilian resources and exports. 

2. More importantly, should Brazil begin trade discussions with China this will increase Chinese 
influence in the Western hemisphere, possibly causing trade tensions and instability in the 
region. 

3. Rising global Chinese economic influence is a looming threat to the possibility for continued 
American trade and market expansion. 

 
Recommended Economic Response: Release of Trump-era tariffs on Brazilian steel and aluminum with 
the assurance that Brazil will not open trade negotiations with China will effectively limit Chinese 
influence in the Western hemisphere for the time being. It is also recommended that an investigation be 
done to determine the domestic economic impact on American steel and aluminum producers of 
releasing Brazilian tariffs, with the possibility of subsidizing domestic producers to offset said impact. 
Research should also be conducted into what other possible economic sanctions could be implemented 
should Brazil decide to go ahead with trade negotiations with China. 
 
Failure to Act: Inaction on the part of the US will lead to vastly expanded Chinese trade opportunities 
into new markets in a new hemisphere of the world. This could lead to growing Chinese economic 
influence in the US’s back yard, which could cause economic instability, military tension, and diminished 
trust on the part of other American trading partners. 



 


